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Sensory Integration of Apparent Motion
Speed and Vibration Magnitude
Matja
z Ogrinc , Ildar Farkhatdinov, Rich Walker, and Etienne Burdet
Abstract—Tactile apparent motion can display directional information in an intuitive way. It can, for example, be used to give directions
to visually impaired individuals, or for waypoint navigation while cycling on busy streets, when vision or audition should not be loaded
further. However, although humans can detect very short tactile patterns, discriminating between similar motion speeds has been
shown to be difficult. Here, we develop and investigate a method where the speed of tactile apparent motion around the user’s wrist is
coupled with vibration magnitude. This redundant coupling is used to produce tactile patterns from slow & weak to fast & strong.
We compared the just noticeable difference (JND) of the coupled and the individual variables. The results show that the perception of
the coupled variable can be characterized by JND smaller than JNDs of the individual variables. This allowed us to create short tactile
pattens (tactons) for display of direction and speed, which can be distinguished significantly better than tactons based on motion alone.
Additionally, most subjects were also able to identify the coupled-variable tactons better than the magnitude-based tactons.
Index Terms—Vibrotactile, tactons, apparent motion, JND, wrist, wearable
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1

INTRODUCTION

T

ACTONS

(also called haptic icons [1] or tactile melodies [2])
are abstract haptic messages that can employ variation
of different physical parameters of vibrotactile stimulation,
including waveform, magnitude, frequency, rhythm and
location [3]. The simplest example of tactons can be found
in our everyday lives; a smartphone can buzz in different
temporal patterns to let us distinguish between a calendar
event and an incoming text message. Conversely, attempts
have been made to deploy sets as large as 84 tactons [4],
challenging the human perceptual and associative capacity.
Therefore, a tacton should encode the message in an intuitive way to ease the learning of associations. For instance,
[5] employed metaphors based on user requirements to
design tactile cues for spatial navigation.
Tactons commonly employ arrays of spatially distributed
tactile stimulators and are used in spatial navigation and
orientation tasks [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. Tactile arrays can be
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activated in spatio-temporal patterns to create an illusion of
apparent tactile motion. Apparent motion can suggest the
user a change of direction to reach a point of interest and
also provide information about various vector quantities
such as motion, force and torque.
In the case of tactile apparent motion, the presented
information can be encoded by the motion speed and direction of travel. To maximise the information transfer of a set
of such tactons, the changes in speed must be clearly distinguishable and the vibration patterns short. Though using
slow motion speeds may increase the number of distinct tactons, it also increases the minimum stimulation time. Therefore, our aim is to design motion based tactons that are fast
(thus only require a short stimulation duration) but clearly
distinguishable.
Previous work has shown that humans have difficulties
in absolute ranking of the speed of apparent motion [10].
To overcome this limitation, we propose a novel stimulation
method where the speed of apparent motion around the wrist
is coupled with vibration magnitude. This coupling produces
tactile motions that range from slow and weak to fast and strong.
As the central nervous system seems to combine sensory
information in a fashion that is similar to the maximumlikelihood integrator [11], we hypothesised that the proposed
coupling will improve the users’ ability to discriminate
between similar motion speeds, which is investigated in the
present work. First, we evaluated the maximum speed of
apparent motion that can be achieved for the case of forearm
stimulation using inertial (eccentric mass) motors. Then, we
experimentally estimated the just noticeable difference (JND)
of apparent motion speed, vibration magnitude, and the
coupled modulation. Finally, we designed sets of tactons
for each modulation type based on the estimated JND and
evaluated the participants’ ability to distinguish them using
a rating task.
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Fig. 1. Types of tactile stimulation provided to the forearm depicted as vibration amplitude against time. Using a single point stimulation (top), vibration frequency, amplitude, and temporal parameters can be varied to create a set of cues. A tactile array (bottom) can employ combination of encodings to produce spatio-temporal and magnitude-spatio-temporal cues.

In the next section we present the relevant background
and describe the proposed stimulation technique. We explain
our interface design choices with respect to previous work on
similar feedback approaches. Sections 3 and 4 report on two
two-alternative forced choice experiments to determine
the maximum realisable speed of apparent motion and to
estimate the JND of the proposed stimulation approach.
Finally, the rating task experiment, carried out in order
to investigate the absolute discriminability, is presented and
discussed in Section 5.

2

DESIGN OF TACTILE STIMULATION

2.1 Just Noticeable Difference in Tactile Perception
The just noticeable difference ~IJND is the change of intensity of some physical variable I, such as vibration frequency, acceleration, duration, or motion speed, that can be
detected at least half the time. For many sensory modalities,
the perception follows Weber’s law according to which
~

w ¼ IIJND (Weber fraction) is independent on I [12]. It has
been shown that the law applies to vibration magnitude [13],
[14], frequency [15], [16] and speed of apparent motion [17].
In 1860, Weber’s law has been extended by Fechner to
explain the relationship between the stimulus intensity and
perceived magnitude of a stimulus. Steven’s law (1957) has
since been found to better quantify the intensity-perceived
magnitude curves for a number of sensory phenomena [18].
However, in this work we are not concerned with perceived
absolute magnitude, but with the discrimination and ranking of similar intensities, in particular apparent motion
speeds. In our design, the intensities of tactile stimuli,
whether it is vibration magnitude or motion speed, are separated by the JND.
Choi et al. suggested that at least 20-30 percent difference
in vibration amplitude or frequency is necessary for robust
discrimination between vibrotactile stimuli [13]. However,
humans cannot discriminate between the changes in frequency and magnitude well. In fact, it has been shown that
a change in either frequency or amplitude of stimulation
can cause an equivalent change in perceived intensity [19],

[20]. This limitation should be considered when designing
tactile patterns based on independent control of frequency
and vibration amplitude. The most common DC inertial
actuators used for tactile stimulation, a sub-type of which is
also known as pancake or coin motors, do not allow their
independent control. Instead, both frequency and amplitude increase with the voltage applied to the motor.
However, as we are not concerned with absolute frequency
and magnitude identification in this work, we used DC
motors due to their simplicity of use and low cost. The coding
based on coupled vibration frequency and amplitude is simply referred to as magnitude modulation, as shown in Fig. 1.
The temporal sensitivity of the skin is very high, close to
that of the auditory system and better than that of the visual
system [21], which can be exploited in tactile patterns. An
example of temporal encoding is pulse train modulation,
where short vibration bursts are a function of some physical
value. For example, such mapping has been demonstrated
for the purpose of prosthetic hand feedback [22], though
pulse width modulation was reported to be inferior to
amplitude modulation [23].

2.2 Sensory Integration of Apparent Motion Speed
and Vibration Magnitude
Combining the spatial and temporal modulations can produce tactile apparent motion [17], [24], [25] as shown in
the bottom of Fig. 1. Tactile apparent motion can provide
an intuitive way of presenting spatial information, but discriminating between different motion speeds has been
shown to be difficult [10]. We propose to address this issue
by coupling the motion speed with vibration magnitude to
emphasize the difference in speed and potentially improve
the ability to discriminate between similar stimuli. The magnitude (M), motion speed (S) and our proposed modulation
approach (S&M) are depicted in Fig. 1.
Fig. 2b depicts the proposed coupling of motion speed
and magnitude for the case of L tactons. The ith and
ði þ 1Þth tactons differ by the JND both in their speed of
motion S, defined as the rotation frequency around the
forearm, and the magnitude of vibrations M, controlled
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Fig. 2. Vibrotactile apparent motion. (a) Three motors in a closed loop array are sequentially activated to create continuous apparent motion. (b) The
magnitude and stimulus frequency increase with l. The coupling results in stimuli ranging from slow & weak to fast & strong. (c) Photo of the tactile
interface worn on the wrist.

by motor voltage. This can be described using the Weber
fraction as:
Mi ¼ Mmax ð1 þ wM ÞiL
Si ¼ Smax ð1 þ wS ÞiL ;

(1)

where wM and wS are Weber fractions of magnitude and
frequency mapping respectively, and Mmax and Smax are
the maximums at i ¼ L. Inherently, the Stimulation Onset
Asynchrony SOAi ¼ 1=ðk Si Þ (where k is the array size) also
changes according to the Weber’s law. Fig. 2a illustrates the
temporal and magnitude parameters for a three-actuator
array.
As the changes of stimulus properties S and M are coupled, the delivery of information by the S&M stimulus is
redundant. The nervous system seems to combine redundant sensory information in a fashion that is similar to a maximum-likelihood estimate (MLE), according to which the
combined estimates should have lower variance, and therefore lower discrimination thresholds, than either estimate
alone [11], [26]. Assuming this rule applies to the sensory
integration of S and M, we can express the detection threshold as Weber fraction of the coupled variable as
~ 2S&M ¼
w

w2S w2M
:
w2S þ w2M

(2)

Therefore we hypothesise that the Weber fraction of the
S&M modulation will be smaller or at least equal to that of
the individual M and S modulation.

2.3 Apparent Motion around the Wrist
Vibrotactile displays are commonly designed for stimulation of the torso [7], [27], [28] and the forearm [28], [29], [30],
[31]. Identification of the vibrotactile patterns can be superior on the torso [28], and the information display can be
more intuitive in the case of navigation tasks due to the
intuitive correspondence to the user’s egocentric direction [6]. However, in tasks that include manual interaction,
feedback displayed on the forearm is more intuitive. The
wrist also offers the possibility of combining tactile feedback with co-located visual display and touch or gesture
input. Such interactions are becoming increasingly interesting in the growing market of smart watches and similar

personal wearable interfaces. Therefore, we chose to study
our stimulation approach on the wrist.
In a preliminary study, we investigated the required actuator density to achieve a good illusion of circular motion
around the forearm. In a forced-choice task the subjects were
presented with stimuli induced by an array of either 3, 4 or 6
motors and had to respond whether they feel clockwise or
counter-clockwise motion. The results showed that three
motors are not sufficient to yield a circular motion illusion,
but the rate of correctly identified direction between four and
six actuators was not statistically different. This result agrees
with the study [32], that reported no significant advantage of
using more than four actuators to display apparent motion
around the upper arm. However, the subjective feedback
from the users in our study revealed that six motors created a
continuous sensation but four did not. Therefore we decided
to use a six-actuator array in the present study.
Section 3 presents the evaluation of the highest perceivable
apparent motion frequency around the forearm. Choosing
fast apparent motions is key to achieve short tactons which in
turn leads to shorter perception delays. Next, in Section 4 we
estimate the JND of S&M coding and compare it to the JND
of the individual S and M coding. In Section 5 we compile
sets of tactons for S&M, M and S codings following Eq. (1).
We examine the absolute discriminability of the tactons in
a rating task and discuss the information transfer.

3

EXPERIMENT 1: MAXIMAL SPEED OF MOTION

First we evaluated the maximum motion speed at which
the subjects were able to correctly identify the direction of
motion. Based on the preliminary results we designed a
wearable interface consisting of six actuators and evaluated
the highest motion frequency that can be induced by such
array. In a force choice task, the participants experienced
apparent motion at different speeds and reported whether
they felt a clockwise or anti-clockwise motion.

3.1 Apparatus
The wrist interface is shown in Fig. 2c. Shafted vibration
motors were inserted into 3D printed housings to enable
attachment to a velcro strap and provide sufficient contact
area with the skin. Precision Microdrives model 307-100 (UK)
motors were used, which have a rise time of 34 ms and a stop
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TABLE 1
Experiment 2 Consisted of Three Blocks of Trials,
One for Each Modulation
MODULATION

Fig. 3. Result of Experiment 1: distributions of correct answer percentage across subjects for the six wave frequencies.

time of 73 ms (according to the data sheet). The motors were
powered using haptic controllers DRV2603 (Texas Instruments, USA) which utilise feedback control to minimise the
rise and stop times of a vibration motor by applying overvoltage and braking-voltage accordingly. The main module
contains an Arduino microcontroller and haptic drivers, and
communicated with the host PC via serial protocol.

3.2 Methods
Nine 21-30 years old subjects, recruited among graduate
students and postdoctoral researchers at Imperial College,
participated in the study. None of them reported any abnormalities in their tactile perception. All subjects had previous
experience with vibrotactile stimulation. They were seated
in front of a computer while wearing the device on the forearm of their right hand. To eliminate auditory cues from the
motor noise, subjects wore noise cancellation headphones.
Five different S values were tested from 1 to 5 s1 . There
were 10 trials for each S split between clockwise and
counter-clockwise direction, resulting in 50 trials per subject. Each stimulus lasted two seconds. As we were only
interested in the ability to identify the direction of motion,
the magnitude of vibrations was kept constant; the voltage
applied to the motors was equal to the nominal voltage of
3 V for any S. After each stimulus, the participants indicated
whether they felt a clockwise or counter-clockwise motion
around the forearm by clicking the respective buttons on
the screen using a touchpad. The subjects were allowed to
familiarise themselves with the stimuli before the experiment began.
3.3 Results
Fig. 3 shows the distribution of percentages of correctly
identified direction of motion within subjects. For S lower
than 3 s1 , all subjects identified the direction of motion in
100 percent of trials. The majority of subjects were 100 percent correct in the case of 3 s1 , while the overall success
rate across subjects was 90 percent. In the case of S ¼ 4 s1 ,
the overall success rate was reduced to 70 percent.

4

EXPERIMENT 2: SENSORY FUSION AND JND

In this experiment we investigated the effects of combining
the speed and magnitude modulations in the proposed
apparent motion stimulus. We experimentally evaluated
the Weber fraction of apparent motion speed S, vibration
magnitude M and the coupling S&M. We fit psychometric
functions to the experimental results and discuss the estimated Weber fractions with respect to the multimodal sensory integration concept summarised by Eq. (2).

M

REFERENCE INTENSITY I
LOW
M
33% Mmax
S
/
HIGH
M
66% Mmax
S
/
COMPARISON INTENSITY I þ ~I
~I=I

S
const.
33% Smax
const.
66% Smax

S&M
33% Mmax
33% Smax
66% Mmax
66% Smax

0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4

In each block, the JND was estimated around low and high I. Mmax is the nominal motor voltage, and Smax is the maximal speed determined in Experiment 1.

4.1 Methods
Experimental Protocol. Ten subjects with age between 22 and
33 years old without any self reported abnormalities in tactile
sensitivity took part in the force choice experiment. They
were recruited among researchers at Imperial College. All
were familiar with vibrotactile stimulation and three subjects
also participated in the previous experiment. The same experimental setup was used as in Experiment 1. The subjects sat at
a desk facing a computer screen, used earplugs and noise cancellation headphones. They wore the interface on their right
forearm and used the left hand to input the answers.
The method of constant stimuli [33] was used to determine the JND. In each trial, two stimuli of 500 ms were presented in succession separated by a 500 ms pause as in [15].
The subjects entered their answer same or different using a
PC keyboard by pressing the S or D key, respectively.
Between the trials, there was a pause of three seconds with
the countdown shown on the screen, but the subjects could
pause the countdown and rest at any time.
The experiment consisted of three phases, one for each
modulation condition. Table 1 shows the experimental conditions for each block. Five ~I=I values were tested from 0
to 0.4 for the case of low I and high I, which were 33 and
66 percent of the nominal motor voltage Mmax , and 33 and
66 percent of the maximum Smax for M and {S, S&M} modulations respectively. Each condition was repeated five
times. There were 150 trials in total per subject, which lasted
roughly 20-30 minutes to complete. In the case of the M
modulation, the actuator located on the volar side of the
forearm produced tactile stimulation. We chose to use only
one actuator instead of the entire array as in this way the
mean stimulated area was equal for all modulations.
Weber fraction estimation. The fitting of psychometric functions pðxÞ allowed to predict the probability of perceiving a
pair of stimuli as different for an arbitrary x ¼ ~I=I:

h x  ai1
(3)
pðxÞ ¼ 1 þ exp 
b
where a shifts the psychometric function horizontally and
represents the 50 percent detection threshold, while b determines its slope [34]. We used the fit to estimate the Weber
fractions of all three modulations.

4.2 Results
For each subject, the rates of stimuli perceived as different
were computed for each condition (modulation, I and
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Fig. 4. Result of Experiment 2: Rates of stimuli perceived as different between subjects. Psychometric functions fitted to experimental data are
overlaid. The dashed line represents the fits that only considered the data points for ~I=I > 0:1.

~I=I). Fig. 4 shows the means and standard deviations
of the rates between subjects. Participants identified the
stimuli as different in at least half of trials for ~I=I  0:3 in
case of M (low I) and ~I=I  0:2 for S&M (either I). In the
case of S modulation, the mean rate of stimuli perceived
different never reached 50 percent. Only three subjects identified the S stimuli as different above the 50 percent threshold at ~I=I ¼ 0:4 for low and/or high I.
Between Subject Analysis of Responses. A 3-way (modulation, I, ~I=I) ANOVA was performed which found no
effect of low and high I on the responses, nor any interaction of I with other conditions. Further two-sample tests
were carried out for the effect of modulation on response
rates per each ~I=I. For ~I=I  0:2 the mean answer rate
was found significantly higher for S&M w.r.t. the other two
modulations (p < 0:005 in all 12 comparisons).
Psychometric Function and JND. Psychometric functions
defined by Eq. 3 were fit to the experimental data. The
resulting curves are overlaid in Fig 4. Table 2 shows param~
eters a which equal the w ¼ IIJND where the curve crosses
50 percent rate, and the R2 values which represent the quality of fit. Due to a large bias towards identifying small or
zero ~I=I as different in case of S modulation, a second
function was fit considering only points ~I=I > 0:1. These
fits are represented with dashed curves and S* column.
Based on the fits, the estimates of the Weber fractions
could be obtained (see Table 2). The last two columns are
the MLE estimates following Eq. (2).

5

EXPERIMENT 3: TACTON IDENTIFICATION

and compared the participants’ ability to discriminate
between them.

5.1 Methods
For each modulation type (M, S and S&M) a set of L stimuli
(tactons) and L responses were compiled with one-to-one
association. Participants were presented with the stimuli in
random order. On each presentation, they picked a response.
The collected responses were tabulated in the form of a
stimulus-response confusion matrix.
Tacton Set. Given the previously estimated maximum
speed of apparent motion and Weber fraction, an arbitrary
number of tactons L can be compiled. We choose such tacton duration T , that the slowest tacton completes one cycle
of motion. By enlarging L, slower tactons are added the set
and as a result the T increases. Therefore, in this experiment, we choose L such that the ratio L=T is maximal.
L=T ¼ LSmax ð1 þ wÞ1L

(4)

Fig. 5 depicts L=T (tactons/second) as a function of the
number of levels L for multiple values of the Weber fractions that we considered. Based on the results of the previous experiment where w for both M and S&M was  0:3,
we chose to compare all three modulations at 0.3. From the
analysis depicted in Fig. 5, the particular Weber fraction
yields L ¼ 4. Additionally, S&M was also tested for w ¼ 0:2
and L ¼ 5 (condition S&M5). Tacton duration was chosen
such that the slowest tacton completed one cycle. The conditions that characterise the tactons are listed in Table 3.

In general, absolute identification of stimuli is far more difficult than relative identification [3], [10], [35]. We compiled sets of tactons based on M, S and S&M modulations
TABLE 2
Results of Experiment 2: Columns 2-5 Show Weber
Fraction Estimates Derived from the Psychometric
Function Fits (R2 Shown in Brackets)
I
LOW
HIGH
BOTH

M

S

S*

S&M

MLE MLE*

0.256 (0.286) 0.629 (0.041) 0.422 (0.131) 0.136 (0.743) 0.237 0.219
0.221 (0.192) 0.653 (0.084) 0.544 (0.090) 0.144 (0.617) 0.209 0.205
0.240 (0.375) 0.652 (0.105) 0.473 (0.196) 0.141 (0.759) 0.225 0.214

Columns 6 and 7 show Weber fractions predicted by MLE.

Fig. 5. For any given Weber fraction and maximal motion speed, any
number of tactons can be implemented. We choose such L to maximise
Eq. (4). The dots represent the maxima.
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TABLE 3
Summary of Experimental Conditions
block

S&M5

S&M

M

CONDITIONS
modulation
Weber fr./tactons
tacton dur. T (ms)

S&M
0.2/5
691

S&M
0.3/4
732

M
0.3/4
732

TRIALS
exploring
practice
testing

10
40

variable (1-3 minutes)
8
8
32
32

S
S
0.3/4
732

8
32

Four blocks tested different stimulation conditions resulting in 170 trials per
subject.

Participants and Protocol. Thirteen subjects between 23
and 34 years old, all researchers at Imperial College, participated in the study. None reported any abnormalities in their
tactile perception. All subjects were familiar with vibrotactile stimulation. Although three of these subject also participated in the previous experiment, it is unlikely this prior
experience gave them any advantage as several months
passed between the experiments. The apparatus and experimental setup were as in previous experiments. At the beginning of the experiment, instructions were shown on the
screen. The subjects were informed that the tactons may differ in speed and/or magnitude, but were not told what
modulation was used in each of the four blocks. Table 3
describes the conditions of each block. The blocks are shown
in the order as they appeared in the experiment. In each
block, the test phase was preceded by the exploration and
practice phase as in [10]. In the exploration phase the subjects
first familiarized themselves with the tactons. By pressing
the number keys (1 to L) on a standard computer keyboard
they triggered the corresponding tacton. Their choice was
also indicated on the computer screen (see Fig. 6 for the
screen-shot of the graphic display). They explored different
tactons until they felt they could distinguish between them
and chose to conclude the exploration. Next was the practice
phase, where the stimuli of all levels were presented in
random order. Each condition was repeated twice and the
stimulation was performed once without the possibility
to repeat. The subjects rated the stimulus by pressing the
corresponding number key. Their selection and the correct
answer were displayed on the screen. In the test phase, the
process was same, but the correct answer was not shown.
Each condition was repeated 8 times during the test phase.

Fig. 6. The graphical interface in Experiment 3 during the familiarization
phase. The number two selected by the participant is highlighted.

At the end of the experiment the subjects were asked
whether they realised the speed of motion was changing in
the first two phases (S&M5 and S&M).
Data Analysis. For each modulation we examined the rate
of correctly identified stimulation levels (tactons) and the
variance of error. Analysis of error is suitable for comparing
results between equally sized sets of tactons. However,
when comparing S&M, M and S to S&M5, another method
may provide a better interpretation of the results. Static
information transfer rate quantifies the amount of information bits transferred to the user [36], [37]. It considers the
distribution of error. The maximum likelihood estimate of
data transfer b, derived from the stimulus-response matrix,
is computed as


L X
L
X
nlm
nlm n
log2
;
(5)
b¼
nl nm
n
l¼1 m¼1
where n is the total number of trials, nlm the number of correct responses, nl and nm are the row and column sums [36].

5.2 Results
Confusion Matrices. The number of correct answers was compared over all subjects. The stimulus-response confusion
matrices are shown in Fig. 7. For the case of L ¼ 4, we can
compare the overall rate of correct answers for all three
modulations. Subjects performed best in the case of S&M
with 71 percent correct compared to 66 and 34 percent for
the case of M and S respectively. Four of the 13 subjects
reported that they did not realise the speed of motion was
varied in the S&M blocks. In average these four subject

Fig. 7. Result of Experiment 3: (a) Confusion matrices depict the frequency of responses in % across all subjects. (b) Distributions of static information transfer rate between all (left) and the 9-subject subset (right).
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identified M tactons more accurately than S&M tactons
(69 versus 57 percent), but performed better in S&M than S
(57 versus 28 percent).
Attention to Motion Speed. Based on the observation that
four subjects did not detect speed variations in S&M and
S&M5 trial blocks, we examined the effect of this selfreported factor that we call awareness. A two-way ANOVA
was performed to test for the interaction between the conditions block and awareness. Significant effects were found for
both conditions and their interaction (p < 0:005; p < 0:005
and p < 0:020). Follow-up multiple comparison tests confirmed the interaction in case of the S&M block (p < 0:012),
but not in others (p  0:55).
Information Transfer. The results of information transfer
estimation b computed using Eq. (5) are shown in Fig. 7b
for all subjects (left) and the subjects aware of speed changes
(subset; right). One-way ANOVA tests confirmed the effect
of modulation on b for both subject sets. Further two-sample T-tests were carried out to test which differences in
means of b are significantly different. The horizontal lines
link the significantly different groups. In the case of circle
arrowheads the significance was p < 0:031, whereas the
square arrowheads denote p < 0:005 significance.
Time to Answer. Between subjects mean time required to
answer was 2.21, 1.62, 1.47 and 1.82 seconds for S&M5,
S&M, M and S respectively. Pairwise two-sample T-tests
showed the mean time for S&M5 was significantly longer
than S&M and M (p < 0:01).

6

DISCUSSION

In this work we presented a concept of design of tactons
based on apparent motion. To achieve fast information
transfer, we aimed to design short yet distinct tactons. We
developed a tactile interface that creates vibrotactile apparent motion around the forearm. To improve the ability to
discriminate between motions of different speeds, we proposed to couple the speed with vibration magnitude, resulting in stimuli that range from slow and weak to fast and
strong. We evaluated the fastest perceivable motion speed
and investigated the relative and absolute discrimination of
the individual and coupled modulations by estimating the
JND and information transfer.
Maximal Speed and Hardware Limitations. We found that
most subjects were able to perceive the direction of the motion
correctly at 3 rotations per second. At S ¼ 4 s1 the SOA
equals 41.7 ms, but humans can detect vibration pulses and
gaps of 10 ms [38], [39]. The said SOA is very close to the rise
time of the actuator used in this work, therefore we conclude
that the ability to perceive the direction of motion correctly
was limited by the motor dynamics, rather than by the human
tactile perception. Higher motion speed may be achievable
using voice coils (linear actuators), such as the Haptuator
(Tactile Labs, USA). These are typically quicker and offer
independent control of vibration frequency and amplitude,
but the cost of these actuators is considerably higher, and the
actuators require more complex AC driver circuits.
JND of Magnitude and Apparent Motion Speed. By fitting the
psychometric function we obtained an estimate of Weber
fractions for each modulation. w for M modulation was estimated between 0.22 and 0.26, which agrees with [13]. We
found that in the case of S modulation it is very difficult to
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discriminate between similar motion speeds even for ~I=I
as high as 0.4. By fitting psychometric functions to the experimental results, we were able to obtain estimates of Weber
fraction between 0.422 and 0.629. These estimates are higher
than the results in [10], which reported w of 0.25. However,
in the said study the stimuli were six times longer (lasting
3 seconds), which could explain the difference as the participants were given more time to sample the motion speed during each stimulus presentation. Thus, a further evaluation of
JND at different stimulus durations is required.
MLE Sensory Integration. The comparison of answer rates
and the estimated JND show superior performance of the
coupled S&M modulation, which confirms our hypothesis
that the discrimination ability of the coupled variable is
equal or better than that of the individual variables. However, the detection thresholds for the coupled modulation
predicted by the MLE (Eq. (2)) shown in Table 2 are substantially larger than those experimentally obtained. Explaining
this result with probability summation was also dismissed,
as it could only explain the case where the detection threshold of the coupled variable ranks between those of individual
ones. Perhaps this difference between the predicted and
measured threshold is caused by the tactile spatial summation phenomenon [40]; although the total stimulated area of
the skin was constant and equal for all three modulations, in
case of M the total number of stimulated tactile receptors
during the stimulus duration was smaller as only one actuator was used. Therefore, future experiments should compare
the JND of magnitude changes for the case of M modulation
and S&M modulation with constant motion speed.
Absolute Discrimination and Information Transfer. Betweensubject analysis showed that compared to M and S, S&M
enabled more correct answers and higher information transfer b. Although the estimates of b for S&M and S&M5 (see
Fig. 7b) were not substantially higher than those obtained
in [10] for apparent motion (1.02 bits), the tacton duration in
our study was roughly four times shorter. Therefore, thanks
to coupling of the sensory cues, our approach allows to
achieve higher b values for much shorter tactons and thus
higher information transfer rate b=T (bits/second). The
within-subjects average time to answer was smallest in case
of M modulation, followed by S&M with 9 percent longer
reaction times, however, no significant difference was found
between these two. Finally, as the subjects were not explicitly
told what cues to pay attention to, four of them did not realise that the speed was changing in case of S&M. These subjects performed best in M tacton identification as they did
not pay attention to speed changes and thus could not take
advantage of redundant cue coupling. It remains unclear
whether instructing them explicitly would yield better performance, but prolonging the tacton duration may enable
them to realise the coupling during training and facilitate
better identification performance.
To summarise, the results show that the relative discrimination of the coupled variable can be characterised by JND
smaller than JNDs of the individual variables. This allowed
us to create short tactons for display of direction and speed,
which can be distinguished significantly better than tactons
based on motion alone. Most subjects were also able to identify the coupled-variable tactons better than the magnitudebased tactons. As our experiments were conducted using
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stimulation of the wrist, the results are directly applicable
to personal wearable devices such as smart watches.
The proposed coupled modulation could for example be
employed to render different angles of a turn in spatial navigation tasks. Additionally, the coupled variable could present the priority of an incoming message, while the direction
of motion could suggest the context (work or private message). Thanks to the lower JND of the proposed coupled variable, this feedback approach could also be employed for real
time feedback of vector quantities in manual interactions.
For instance, the coupled variable could encode the torque
exerted on the wrist of a teleoperated robot. However, the
results highlight the need for further studies to investigate
the dependency of apparent motion perception on stimulus
duration, the potential effect of spatial summation on the
perception of magnitude of S&M stimuli, and the role
of user’s attention to motion speed in absolute identification.
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